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ACCESS  VS.  PRESERVATION
ACCESS
• relies on cutting edge technologies to provide 
best and fastest access at a point in time
• selects metadata needed to use and understand 
content
• access systems deliver objects with user-oriented 
services to make the objects
• purpose: provide content to users
• focus: current users
PRESERVATION
• relies upon proven technologies to preserve digital 
objects across generations of technology
• accumulates metadata over the life cycle to trace 
and preserve content
• preservation systems create new versions of digital 
objects for access to deliver as needs change over 
time
• purpose: ensure long-term access
• focus: future users

RISKS TO DIGITAL CONTENT
¡ Obsolescence – hardware & software
¡ Loss of power
¡ Hardware failure




¡ Man-made and natural disasters
¡ Cyber attacks
¡ Format obsolescence 
¡ Media failure
¡ Inappropriate access (i.e. confidential 
data)
¡ Non-compliance – standards and 
requirements
¡ Dust
PRESERVATION MAKES LONG-TERM ACCESS 
POSSIBLE…
NDSA’S LEVELS OF 
DIGITAL PRESERVATION








– Cost (available resources for preservation)
– Quantity (size and number of files)
– Expertise (skills required to manage)
– Partnerships (geographic distribution) 
– Services (outsourcing)
WHERE IS YOUR DATA?





AT LEAST TWO COPIES IN TWO LOCATIONS…
PLAN FOR STORAGE SYSTEM REPLACEMENT
WHO HAS ACCESS TO YOUR DATA?
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THEY LEAVE?
SECURITY
Make sure 
no one person 
has write privileges 
to all copies
FILE FIXITY & DATA INTEGRITY






¡ File Verifier ++
¡ (these are windows 
examples)
CAN YOUR VENDOR PROVE INTEGRITY ON 
DEMAND?
HOW OFTEN DO THEY CHECK FILE INTEGRITY?
FILE FORMAT SUSTAINABILITY
WHAT ARE YOU ACCEPTING?
HOW ARE YOU GOING TO MIGRATE IT OVER TIME?
TIERED OPTIONS
¡ Tier 1
¡ Open Sustainable File Formats (e.g., .txt) 
¡ We will preserve your data to the best of our ability, and migrate the content over time to ensure accessibility. 
We’ll keep a copy of your original file as well, just in case you want to revisit the original bitstream (1’s and 0’s).
¡ Tier 2
¡ Some well-known, but proprietary files (e.g., Microsoft Word) 
¡ We will preserve your original file, but are limited in how we can maintain it. We’ll always keep the 1’s and 0’s in 
the right order, but some formatting or other features may change.
¡ Tier 3
¡ Proprietary file formats with little to no open documentation (e.g., .spss) 
¡ There are times when a specialized format is required for your data. In these cases, we will work with you. We 
will commit to preserving the original bitstream (1’s and 0’s) and the submitted metadata; however, while the files 
may or may not be renderable in the future, we can make no guarantees on the form or presentation it will take.
SUSTAINABLE FILE FORMAT CHARACTERISTICS
¡ Widely used by appropriate research community
¡ Non-proprietary
¡ Well documented, open standard
¡ Uncompressed (size permitting)
¡ Unencrypted
¡ Encoded in standard representation (e.g., ASCII, UTF-8)




















RECORDS CHANGES OVER TIME
¡ Document metadata changes
¡ File format migrations







IT’S NOT A ONE AND DONE…
BUT…YOU DON’T HAVE TO DO IT ALONE…
RESOURCES
THANK YOU !!
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